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KamLAND-Zen, 2016, PhysRevLett.117.082503

The 0νββ decay of 136-Xe isotope
Neutrinoless double beta decay is a hypothetical BSM decay  process,  during  
which  the two neutrinos produced by a double beta emission annihilates.

Consequences:
Neutrinos are their own anti-particles (Majorana fermions)
Evidence of a lepton number violation process

phase space

nuclear matrix element

“Majorana mass”

The Q-value is relatively high, above natural radiation energies.  



Outline
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● Qubits and quantum gates
● Quantum advantage, transmon qubits and NISQ-era devices
● Support Vector Machine
● Quantum kernel-enhanced SVM (QSVM)

● Convolutional Neural Network
● Attention Neural Network / Transformer

● Neutrinoless double beta decay in liquid Argon TPC
● Binary classification: ββ decay vs β background

● QSVM on a toy-model dataset
● CNN on DUNE Far Detector module simulation

● Conclusions

Quantum Computing

Feature extraction

Physics

Results



A qubit is a 2-level quantum system described by the 
wavefunction:

And is considered as the fundamental unit of quantum 
computation.
|0〉and |1〉are the two computational basis, in analogy 
with the normal 0 and 1 of classical computing
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The quantum bit (qubit)

By choosing a specific global phase, the qubit 
state is commonly re-written in terms of azimuthal 
and polar angles: Bloch Sphere representation



Operation on qubits: quantum gates

Quantum gates are unitary operators acting on single or multiple 
qubit Hilbert spaces. 
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General SU(2) rotation:

Principal gates:

Name Symbol Matrix rep. Action

Hadamard

Not

Pauli rotations Rotation along X, Y, Z axis on the Bloch Sphere

C-Not

Quantum circuit



An n-qubit system has      eigenstates          complex amplitudes. 

Example:

An impossible amount of information to store in any classical computer, even for low n!

Drawback: retrieve any result requires a destructive measurement, ending up in only one possible 
eigenstate.

Quantum algorithms must exploit interference and entanglement to achieve goals not allowed by classical 
processors.
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Proof that a quantum computer is able to perform a certain task significantly 
faster than any classical processor, or that  a quantum computer is able to 

perform computations which no classical computer can perform at all, given a 
realistic amount of time and resources.

Superposition and quantum advantage

Quantum Advantage
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Drawback: works in a cryogenic environment 

(～100mK)

-> cryogenic facilities are required.

The transmon qubit

One of the most prominent type of qubit:
● Tunable hamiltonian
● Long decay and coherence times 
● Short readout and control pulses

A superconductive circuit consisting of a modified LC
The nonlinear inductance is called Josephson 
junction and allows for anharmonicity in the energy 
level separation:

It’s possible to isolate ground and excited 
states as |0> and |1> basis.

Transmon

Quantized LC

source

source

https://aip.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.5089550
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4618153


Nowadays, state of the art quantum devices are 
limited in the following aspects:

● Noise: error in computation.
● Scalability: increasing qubit numbers.
● Entanglement: not all qubits can be 

entangled.

NISQ era devices does not promise to achieve a 
decisive proof of quantum advantage, but efforts 
are being carried out:
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Noise-Intermediate Scale Quantum era

NISQ algorithms:
● Small number of gates needed (less noise).
● Noise-robust outcomes.

Example: some Quantum Machine Learning (QML) models, like 
Quantum Support Vector Machine (QSVM)

Eagle r1 quantum 
processor, the biggest IBM 

quantum computer

source

https://techmonitor.ai/technology/ibm-eagle-chip-quantum-computing


Task: binary classifications of feature vectors          
i.e. predicting the class outcome                   .

Idea: given a featuremap         :                                           ,  
finding the best linear decision boundary
by minimizing:  

When projecting on the original feature space, the 
decision boundary will be generally nonlinear.

A well-known Machine Learning model suited for binary and 
multilabel classification. Useful for signal/background discrimination 
in data analysis of physics experiments.
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Support Vector Machine (SVM)
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Linear

Polynomial

Gaussian

SVM is usually trained by solving the following equivalent problem:

Maximize:

The kernel trick

         only appears in inner products for the ij vectors.
Only scalar products need to be computed, not the full 
featuremap.

For this reason, it is computationally more convenient to 
define a kernel function (working with feature maps only 
implicitly):

Common choices:

● Allows for infinite-dimensional data encoding.
● Only depends on data and non-trainable 

coefficients.
● Is a measure of similarity between samples in a 

dataset.

Kernel 
function
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Quantum Kernels
Promoting the classical feature mapping to a quantum state:

Quantum circuits of with this structure are suitable kernels.

● Feature maps are still implicitly defined
● Kernel function is still a measure of similarity between 

different samples

Pros:
● Hilbert space grows rapidly with qubit’s number

○ Expressive classifiers.
● Quantum kernels are generally hard to compute classically

○ No classical counterpart.
● Good results even with small sized circuits

○ Is a NISQ-era algorithm!

There is room for quantum advantage!

Cons:
● Lack of featuremap explainability

○ Unintuitive relation between circuit and 
outcome.

● Hardware noise
○ The kernel circuit must be as simple as 

possible
● Usually set arbitrarily

○ No recipe for the perfect kernel circuit.

Nature. vol. 567, pp. 209-212 (2019)



Some heuristic kernels

There is no recipe for designing the best quantum kernel circuit. 
Famous examples are Pauli feature maps.
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Examples:

 Z   featuremap

 ZZ featuremap

3 qubits, 2 repetitions

3 qubits, 1 repetition

The circuit contains a number of repetitions of       . 
                         denotes the Pauli matrices.
The index S describe connectivities between different qubits or 
datapoints:
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CLASSICAL
Generalize well
Simple shapes: limited discrimination capabilties

QUANTUM
Prone to overfitting
Can learn complicated structures in the dataset

Simple shapes, limited expressivity
13

High potential, but might not generalize 
well for new unseen data.

General remarks on quantum kernel behaviours



In order to test the Quantum Support Vector 
Machine (QSVM) on a small-sized quantum 
processor, the dataset dimensionality must be 
reduced.

Proposed approach: training neural networks 
(that notoriously deal with high dimensional 
tensors) on the full dataset as standalone 
classifiers, while defining specific “feature layers” 
that give in output a smaller number of features 
for training the QSVM.
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Feature reduction

Models investigated:

Convolutional Neural Networks and Transformer (or Attention Network).



Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

Use of convolutional filters for detecting local features in a picture-like 
input data (like edges, color changes, shapes, etc…)
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source

source

https://medium.com/@Aj.Cheng/convolutional-neural-network-d9f69e473feb
https://mouryasashank.medium.com/convolutional-neural-networks-4a211e97c96f


Transformer (Attention Network, ATN)
Encode sequential data understanding the relationship between the input 
elements using the self-attention mechanism.
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source

Trainable matrices that encode the input 
giving a context

https://towardsdatascience.com/transformers-explained-visually-part-1-overview-of-functionality-95a6dd460452


0νββ search at DUNE experiment

Liquid Xe TPC with isotopic mass of  ∼ 0.1 tons are able to reach a limit of T0ν > 3⋅1025y at 90% C.L. (EXO-200) 

The same searches might be included in the physics programme of the DUNE experiment.

Main goals: 

● CP violation in the neutrino sector. 
● Neutrino mass hierarchy.
● Supernova neutrino bursts.
● Proton decay.

4x 10 ktons fiducial mass LArTPCs

Xenon doping enhances the scintillation photon detection.
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Concept: a 10kt FD module doped at  ∼2% Xe (136-Xe 
enriched) could allow for a sensitive search.

[PhysRevLett.123.161802]

source

https://www.mdpi.com/2076-3417/11/6/2455/htm


neutrons from         processes are the sub-dominant 
background. All the others do not overlap the Q-value
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Irreducible background: 136Xe 𝝂𝝂ββ 
endpoint of the spectrum.

● Solar neutrinos
● External and cryostat radioactivity 

(neutrons, 60Co, …)
● Internal argon radioactivity(222Rn, 85Kr, 

39Ar) 
● Cosmogenically-activated radioisotopes 

(41Ar, 137Xe, 39Cl…)

QML Challenge: achieving a good β vs ββ separation.

The most insidious backgrounds sources result in the emission of a single β in the  ~2.5 MeV 
range caused by the decay of 42Ar present inside the Argon volume. These background events can 
be suppressed by using 42Ar-depleted argon (expensive procedure) or filtered out with an AI 
classifier.

Other sources:

Relevant backgrounds

(DUNE does not guarantee such high performances at the 1MeV scale yet)

arXiv:2203.14700v1



Toy-model dataset and challenges
Dataset

● Geant4 simulated high-resolution β and ββ tracks in LAr at Q value (respectively 11000 and 10000 events).
● The tracks are downsampled to 3D voxelized data with resolution (bin-widths) of [5, 5, 1] mm3, in order to 

simulate a DUNE-like spatial resolution
● Detector effects are not taken into account.
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(XY) view (5 x 5) mm2

● Bins are almost as big as track itself.
● The voxelized output strongly depends on the track positions relatively to the wire grid.

Principal issues: 

● DUNE’s energy resolution won’t be 
excellent at the ~ MeV range.

● Tracks are short with respect to the 
spatial resolution (CSDA range for 
electrons at 2.5 MeV ~ 1.2 cm).

○ Very difficult to resolve the 
different ionization patterns 
between signal and 
background.

“hit”



Binned tracks

Feature extraction 
(CNN/ATN)

Rescaling and outlier 
removal

Classical or quantum 
classifier (SVM/QSVM)

Prediction
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Each tracks is represented by a vector of Deep 
features. (On the left, 2D vector-case).

Machine Learning techniques to classify 
data, given the features associated with 
each track.

Prediction performance is evaluated 
with specific metrics.

…

Workflow outline
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CNN and ATN architectures
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Both models were trained for different number 
of neurons in the feature layers. 
Both model accuracies on a validation set don’t 
depend on the number of extracted features.

It’s possible to give in input to SVM and QSVM 
just two features without compromising the 
overall performance
→ suitable for small quantum circuits

CNN and ATN standalone predictions

CNN ATN



Z

C1

C2

ZZ

2 feature Heuristic kernel tested
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CNN ATN
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CNN ATN

SVM vs QSVM accuracies

Rbf and c2 
converge at 
best value

All kernels 
converge at 
best value
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CNN
2 repetitions

ATN
2 repetitions

Increasing circuit depth

(ex. Z kernel from 1 to 2 reps)

→

→

(ex. Z kernel from 1 to 2 reps)
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ATN 
3 qubits/features

Increasing extracted features and qubits

CNN
3 qubits/featuresZ

ZZ

C1

C2
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CNN
5 qubits/features

ATN
5 qubits/features

ATN
10 qubits/features

CNN
10 qubits/features

Further increasing extracted features and qubits
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On the role of entanglement in Quantum Kernels

CNN
10 qubits/features

Kernels Gram matrices
(200 training samples):

ZZ extreme overfitting
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Automatic design of quantum feature maps

Common strategy:
● Define a circuit with rules of thumb
● Understand if class separation in the Hilbert 

space is good enough (Bloch sphere, Gram 
matrix, …)

● Test the classifier and hope for the best.

Automatized search:
● Define an objective function to maximize.
● Implement reliable criteria for modifying the 

quantum circuits
● Define an initial set of circuits.
● Evaluate the objective function
● Modify the set of circuit
● Select the best circuit among the remainings.

→ Better exploration of kernel’s degrees of 
freedom
→ Dataset-independent strategy.

Genetic generation

(arXiv:2105.12626v1)

source

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/346380487_Genetic_Algorithms
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Genetic kernel optimization: binary encoding

Offspring from a single parent: mutations

Offspring from two parents: crossover

Recurring to a binary representation 
of the quantum feature map circuit First 3 bits Gate type

000

001

010

011

100

2 qubit/features circuit encoding:

Each gate are assigned 6 bits
● First 3 defines the gate type
● Last 3 defines the rotation angle

Last 3 bits Rotation angle

000

001

010

011

100
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Initial population 10

Maximum generation 
number 500

Stop criteria 200 epochs without 
improvements

Offspring size 8

Mutation probability From 15 to 50%

Crossover probability 0.2

Max gate number 3 per qubit

CNN ATN

Genetic generation settings and outcomes

→ Maximizing accuracy, preferring smaller 
circuits for the same classification performance

Fitness function vs. generation number
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CNN
2 qubits/features

1 repetition

ATN
2 qubits/features

1 repetition

Genetic kernel performances
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Test on a 7-qubits IBM quantum processor

QSVMs were trained with different backends:
● Statevector

Access to probability amplitudes.
● Qasm simulator

Simulating an ideal circuit behaviour.
● Simulated noise 

Simulating the  noise scheme of a real 
device.

● Real hardware 
Remotely running on one of IBM’s 
devices.

Tested hardware: 
ibm_lagos

No evidence of performance 
loss due to noise
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Modifying the dataset spatial resolution
By changing the spatial resolution it was 
possible to highlight three regimes:

● > 5mm:
→ Few hits available: CNN wins

● (1mm, 5mm): Transition region
● ≤ 1mm:

→ Many hits available, ratio hit number / 
picture size is very small: ATN wins



SVM and QSVM @ 1mm3, 50 KeV threshold 
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CNN
2 qubits/features

1 repetition

ATN
2 qubits/features

1 repetition

β

ββ

Topologies start being 
visible by naked eye



Backgrounds in a DUNE HD Far Detector
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3 wire planes TPC
Simulation products: wire 
number and time for each hit.
→ 3 views in 2D (wire n. , time)

Two dominant backgrounds:
● 42Ar
● Neutrons 

(also 60Co from the cryostat 
radiation poses a threat at 
lower energies).
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CNN on DUNE HD simulation 

First approach: training class 
distribution as they naturally 
occur.
→ almost a cut in charge signal

Second approach: forcing the 
CNN to only learn topological 
differences

Accuracy on a test set: 62%

Accuracy on a test set: 77%

Similar discrimination power for 42Ar and neutrons



Quantum Support Vector Machines (QSVMs)
● Rely on a kernel function evaluated by computing a quantum circuit
● A genetic generative approach is able to give suitable meta-heuristic quantum kernels
● QSVMs have proven to be noise-robust on a 7-qubit IBM processor
● After an extensive confrontation with SVMs, quantum classification matches classical 

performance.
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Conclusions

CNN and ATN
● With 1 mm3 resolution, the attention mechanism (ATN) outperforms the image-like analysis 

(CNN).
● With poor resolution (worse than 5 mm3), CNN is still the best option.

Physics
● *Modest degree of classification accuracy (66%) for an ideal 5mm pitch LArTPC.
● Slight decrease in a DUNE-like LArTPC dataset (62%)

→ Depleted argon is mandatory.

* Interesting technique for other low energy physics channels.


